Introducing

FaceBoss™

“The ultimate beach shade”

TARGET MARKET:
• Beach-goers everywhere.
• Anyone who wants a light, easy to carry
solution for keeping the sun off their face
while sunbathing.

FEATURES:
• Lightweight, portable complete with
beach bag carry case.
• Easily adjustable and quick set-up.
• Built-in clear pocket for viewing tablets
and other devices.
• 2 additional pockets for sunglasses and
magazines

PATENT INFORMATION

See how it works!
Watch the video at
www.facebosscover.com

FaceBoss™

A provisional and design patent application has been filed as of November 2017. The
patent search was performed by The Mars
Rising Network. It was concluded that there
is nothing similar to this product on the market, which means this unique product could
be patented and used by outdoor enthusiasts
everywhere.

SUMMARY
FaceBoss™ is a new sun shielding device
developed for sunbathing at the beach without the glaring sun in your face. This allows you
to comfortably read, view devices and easily
see your immediate surroundings while being

shielded from the sun.
Faceboss™ face shade comes complete
with beach bag carry case that is helpful for
mothers with small children. It can carry food,
extra towels, toys, sunscreen and other important items. Once at the beach, Faceboss™ setup
is quick and easy with its light-weight hinged
steel frame and customizable cover options.
Simply unfold and insert into the two vertical
curved bars into the sand. The top shade can
be adjusted from zero to 180 degrees and the
included pillow can be filled with sand for the
perfect fit.
The pocket on the upper half has a clear
plastic face. This allows hands free use of mobile devices. The user may read, watch movies,
or browse social media hands free, while also
being protected from the sun. Additionally, in
the evening, the top may be adjusted into a
vertical position for viewing of movies on your
tablets or other devices.
Currently there is no alternative to this useful device. A simple scan of the beach shows
many people with towels or books over their
faces as only way to keep the sun off of them.
Once it is time to leave, Faceboss™ quickly
folds up for easy storage in its beach bag carry
case.
FaceBoss™ is also advertising friendly with
its two broad areas that lends itself well to
sports graphics, toy licensing, and advertising.
FaceBoss™ truly is the ultimate beach face
shade.

For more information:
Craige Nygrin
Inventor
Round Top, TX
PH: (979) 966-7163
Email: cnygrin@facebosscover.com
www.facebosscover.com

About the Inventor
The inventor, Craige Nygrin of Round Top, TX had a solution for beach-goers
that struggle with the keeping the sun off their face. Craige contacted the
Mars Rising Network and had a provisional and design patent application
filed and had the invention designed properly so that he may see success
with this great idea and turn it into a real product. He is actively seeking an
investor, manufacturer or company that would have an interest in licensing
the product.
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